231A-2 IMPACT WRENCH
- 1/2” Drive, 2” Anvil, 590 (R) ft lbs
- Standard anvil (231A) also available
- Weight: 231A-2 - 6.1 lb / 231A - 5.8 lb
- The 231A-2 is the standard of the industry in tire service
- Pressure-fed lubrication system
- Adjustable power regulation
- Handle exhaust

7736-2 IMPACT WRENCH
- 1/2” Drive, 2” Anvil, 670 (R) ft lbs
- Standard anvil (7736) also available
- Weight: 7736-2 - 6.4 lb / 7736 - 6.0 lb
- Replacing the 7733 series, the 7736 offers increased output
- Twin hammer mechanism
- Handle exhaust

231C IMPACT WRENCH
- 1/2” Drive, 2” Anvil, 930 (R) ft lbs
- Standard anvil (231C) also available
- Weight: 231C-2 - 5.8 lb
- Classic all around use impact, continuously refined since it’s introduction over 25 years ago
- Pressure-fed lubrication system
- Adjustable power regulation
- Forward exhaust

231C IMPACT WRENCH
- 1/2” Drive, 2” Anvil, 930 (R) ft lbs
- Standard anvil (231C) also available
- Weight: 231C-2 - 5.8 lb
- Classic all around use impact, continuously refined since it’s introduction over 25 years ago
- Pressure-fed lubrication system
- Adjustable power regulation
- Forward exhaust

2115QTIMAX IMPACT WRENCH
- Same great performance as the 2115TIMAX - but quieter - at a sound level of only 93dBA (vs 97 dBA)

2025MAX AIR IMPACT
- 1/2” Drive, 180 (R) ft lbs
- 3/8” Drive (2015MAX) also available
- Weight: 3.4 lb
- Offers the power of an impact with the reach and profile of a ratchet
- Head height of under 2”, with forward/reverse controls away from the head for more clearance in tight spots
- Reactionless torque

W7250 CORDLESS 20 VOLT IMPACT
- 1/2” Drive, 2” Anvil, 780 (R) ft lbs
- Standard anvil (W7150) also available
- Weight: W7250 - 6.9 lb / W7150 - 6.8 lb
- Impact kits include the tool, charger and your choice of either 1 or 2 Lithium Ion 3.0 Ah batteries
W7250-K1: 1 battery, 2” anvil kit
W7250-K2: 2 batteries, 2” anvil kit
W7150-K1: 1 battery, std anvil kit
W7150-K2: 2 batteries, std anvil kit
- Full line of tools available using the same batteries and charger

W5130 CORDLESS 20 VOLT IMPACT
- 3/8” Drive, 180 (R) ft lbs
- Standard anvil (W5150) also available
- Weight: W5130 - 3.6 lb
- Impact kits include the tool, charger and your choice of either 1 or 2 Lithium Ion 1.5 Ah batteries
W5130-K1 & W5150-K1: 1 battery
W5130-K2 & W5150-K2: 2 batteries
- Full line of tools available using the same batteries and charger - 3.0 Ah batteries also work with this impact
IMPACT WRENCHES

261 IMPACT WRENCH
• 3/4” Drive, 1200 (R) ft lbs
• 3” (261-3) and 6” (261-6) anvils also available
• Weight: 261 - 12.4 lb / 261-3 - 13 lb / 261-6 - 13.7 lb
• Combines compact size, at only 8.8” long, with high output, which makes it perfect for work requiring more than a 1/2” gun
• Jumbo hammer mechanism
• Pressure-fed lubrication system for trouble-free performance and longer life

2145QI-MAX IMPACT WRENCH
• 3/4” Drive, 1350 (R) ft lbs
• 3” (2145QI-MAX-3) and 6” (2145QI-MAX-6) anvils also available
• Weight: 2145 - 7.4 lb / 2145-3 - 8 lb / 2145-6 - 8.7 lb
• Improves on the 2141 with more torque and a more efficient air motor
• Great maneuverability for tight, awkward spaces

259 IMPACT WRENCH
• 3/4” Drive, 1050 ft lbs
• Weight: 8.8 lbs
• Lightest non-composite housing 3/4” drive unit
• Rocking dog impact mechanism
• Handle exhaust
• Full power thru 3/8” air line - no need to upgrade to 1/2” line

285B-6 IMPACT WRENCH
• 1” Drive, 6” Anvil, 1475 (R) ft lbs
• Standard anvil (285B) and 6” spline drive (285BS-6) also available
• Weight: 285B-6 - 27.8 lb / 285B - 24.6 lb / 285BS-6 - 27.8 lb
• Integral 360° swivel inlet makes kinked hoses a thing of the past
• High efficiency, 6-vane air motor & 3 position power regulator
• Fast Torque - Delivers 1000 ft lbs in 2 seconds
• Bottom exhaust
• Includes protective boot kit

7782-6 IMPACT WRENCH
• 1” Drive, 6” Anvil, 1920 (R) ft lbs
• Standard anvil (7782) and 6” spline drive anvil (7782SP-6) also available
• Weight: 7782-6 - 25.6 lb / 7782 - 22.2 lb / 7782SP-6 - 25.6 lb
• High performance clutch provides longer life under tough conditions
• High-efficiency motor & 3 position power regulator
• Bottom exhaust directs exhaust way from the operator

IMPACT ACCESSORIES
• Full range of accessories available to protect and maintain your impact
  Protective boots
  Socket retainer sets
  Oil & grease kits
  Motor tune up kits

Complete Line of Ingersoll Rand and Chicago Pneumatic available